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I NTRODUCTION 
Significant in the evolving aspects of banking in 
the United States is the competition among banking institu-
tions . During the decade of the Nineteen Fifties this com-
petition became more intense, not only as between one bank 
and its neighbor , but between the different classes of banks . 
Classes of banks include: (1) Commercial--uhich as 
the name implies have traditionally served business , acting 
as a depository for the storage of funds and as the financer 
of commercial operations by providing loans on collateral , 
issuing letters of credit, handling foreign exchange , etc .; 
(2) Savings Banks -- which came into being and flourished as 
a place where the worki ng man, the public , could find safe 
storage for his savings . Assuming a safe reserve for unex-
pected demands, withdrawals , the savings banks invested in 
real estate mortgages , usually of long term; and (3) Savings 
and Loan Associations . These have various names, depending 
on geographical location and the preference of their founders . 
They include "savings associations", "co-operative banks", 
"homestead associations", "building associations", and , more 
recently, "Federal Savings and Loan Associations". 
Other financial entities in the business of encourag-
ing s~vings and making loans include credit unions and insurance 
companies . These latter are not within the area of the present 
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study. 
In Massachusetts , the business of banking reflects 
the same aspects of new bank competition as observed nation-
ally. In Massachusetts , however , particular interest centers 
in the competitive status of two types of banks within the 
broad classification of savings and loan associations , namely , 
Co- operative Banks and Federal Savings and Loan Associations. 
In this thesis , effort is made to observe the origin 
and gro1nh of this competition, to present data on its extent 
and direction. Attempt is also made to determine the causes , 
to consider their effects , and to suggest remedial action for 
the group adversely affected -- the Co-operative Banks . 
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CHAPTER I 
THE COMPETITIVE SITUATION FOR SAVINGS 
Savings and loan associations constitute one of the 
more important groups of thrift institutions in :r.1assachusetts . 
They provide credit for the construction, repair , purchase or 
financing of homes . I n addition, they provide a medium for the 
accumulation of savings . I n 1-Iassachusetts there are two types, 
namely, Co-operative Banks (state chartered) and Federal Savings 
and Loan Associations. 
The importance of these associations in relation to 
other financial institutions in Kassachusetts and in relation 
to each other is reflected in the figures given in Table I . 
To be noted especially is the record on accumulation of savings 
and on the making of first ~ortgage loans on real estate. At 
the end of 1958 , savings and loan associations "'·rere second only 
to mutual savings banks in total savings accumulation and the 
granting of non- farm first mortgages on real estate. 
Also reflected in these figures is the phenomenal 
growth of certain of these institutions since Ylorld rlar II. 
From the end of December 1947 to the same date in 1958, the 
Federal savings and loan associations ' share of the total sav-
ings deposits increased by 241 percent . The co- operative banks 
gained 117 percent. In this same period the mutual savin3s 
banks gained a modest 67 percent , vThile the commercial banks 
showed a decrease of 4 .1 percent . 
Not only are these figures significant in terms of 
growt h , but also they point up the fact that there has been 
an important shift in the savings deposits as betueen the 
several types of thrift and financial institutions in 
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Hassachusetts . For reasons of their own, '\vhich ue shall try 
to penetrate , savers are preferring different types of thrift 
institutions to those they preferred before , (Table I , p . 5) . 
At the close of December 1958 , there were 177 co-
operative banks in 11assachusetts and the.:r had 697 ,168 savincs 
accounts . The dollar value of these accounts amounted to ~987 
million . The Federal savings and loan associations in 
Hassachusetts numbered thirty- three . They had 371 , 921 savings 
accounts uith a dollar value of ~669 million. Although there 
uere over five times as I!lany co- operative banks , they had 
slightly less than one- half as many savings accounts and only 
one- third more in total dollar value . 1 
The co- operative banks continued to hold a strong 
pos i tion in the private thrift market , but their relative 
positi on appears to be decli ning , especially in reference to 
the substantial gro'\-Tth of the Federal savings and loan associa-
tions , ( Table II , p . 6). 
In the interest of brevity and clarity , any further 
menti on of co- operative banks and Federal savings and loan 
associations will be in reference to those in J.Iassachusetts , 
1Federal Savings and Loan Association, Assets as of 
December 31 , 19~8 , Annual Reports , Commissioner of Banks , 
1•1assachusetts , April 30 , 1959. 
All Corr.mercial Banks 1 
l·Iutual Savings Banks 1 
Federal Savings & Loan Ass'ns 2 
Co-operative Banks 2 
Total 
All Commercial Banks 
Mutual Savings Banks 
Federal Savings & Loan Asstns 
Cooperative Banks 
Total 
Table I 
SELECTED ITEMS FOR CERTAIN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS FOR THE YEARS 
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1947 AND DECE!.fBER 31, 1958 
(in thousands -of dollars) 
Total Assets Savin~~;s Dep<>_si t s 
% % 
Dec. 31, 1947 Dec. 31, 1958 Increase Dec. 31, 1947 Dec. 31, 1958 Increase 
$4,493 , 533 $5 ,628,558 25.3 $ 799 ,287 $ 766,856 - 4.1 
3,536,771 5,944,798 68.1 3,165,706 5, 286,382 67 .0 
232,000 766, 0CJO 238.8 196 , 0CJO 669 ,000 241.0 
520,000 1,106,000 ll2.7 455,000 987 , OCJO ll6.9 
$8 ,782,304 $13,445,356 I 52.7 $4, 615,993 $7,709,238 66.0 
PERCENI' OF TOTAL 
51.2 42.0 17.3 10.0 
40.3 44.3 68.6 69 .0 
2.6 5. 8 4.3 8.7 
5.9 7. 9 9.8 12.3 
100. 0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 
Source: 1. Annual Reports , Controller of the Currency of the United States 
2. ~. PUblished by the United States Savings and Loan League 
Non-Farm lst Mort~~;ages 
-
% 
Dec. 31, 1947 Dec. 31, 1958 Increase 
$ 372,292 $ 414,170 11.3 
698,405 3,307,061 373.5 
175,000 658,000 276. 0 
400,0CJO 901,000 125.3 
$1,645, 697 $5 , 280,231 221.0 
22.6 7.9 
42.5 63.1 
10.6 12.6 
24.-3 16.4 
100. 0 100.0 
\Jl 
~ 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
19'~J 
194'1-
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
J950 
1951 
19S0 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
] 95° 11"1rC'I 
,;J 
Table 2 
SAVINGS IliVESTED I~ CO-OPEUTIV:8 BA!JKS AND FEDEP..AL SAVPTGS AUD 
LOAN ASSOCIATI01TS IU l·:ASSACHUSETTS POR THE YEARS 1235- 1959 
(In millions of dollars) 
Co- operative Bank 1 Federal Savings & 2 Percent held by 
Share Balances Loan Share Balances Total Co-op~rative Banks 
'\ 422 'I 2 :~ 424 99 . 5 rl ~ 420 4 424 99 . 1 309 61 370 83 . 5 301 73 374 80 . 5 307 Q3 390 78.7 310 95 405 76 . 5 312 107 419 74. 4 316 111 427 74 . 0 327 124 451 72 . 5 341 142 483 70 . 5 361 159 520 69 . 4 389 181 570 68 . 2 455 196 651 69 .9 477 215 692 6~ . 9 236 511 258 769 66 .4 560 296 956 65 . 4 595 328 923 64 . 5 646 409 1055 61 . 0 593 473 1166 59 • 1~ 756 533 1289 58 . 7 819 575 13911- 58 .7 0 65 6?2 1487 
.58.2 940 669 1609 58 . 4 lOll 724 3 1735 58 . 3 
Source: 1 . Annual Reports of the I:ass'lchusetts Commissioner of Banks 
2 . Savings '"~.nd Loan Anr.als - United States Saving0 'lhd Loan League 
3. Data Boo':\.let , Compiled by Feder<=~l Savings Leac;ue of Hevr England C'\ 
CIL4RT 1 
REL.!'.TIVE PERCEHT.".G~ OF S.".VI FGS HELD BY CO-OPEF.ATI VE B!..N7~ AND FEDERAL SAVINGS AND 
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS IN 1-i~SSACHUSETTS FOR THE YE.'.RS 1939 THROUGH 1959 
Po 
/0_0 
~0 
C:o ~ opettA-,,ve 8 A IVk.S 
(,0 
J/O 
l-o /\IV 
~0 
1'93, 'JO IJ I ., ). lf3 'I 'I "15" 'flo 'f1 'II 10 .5l> .SI S~ SJ Stf SS S/4 .S7 S8 J9.)""f 
Source ; Table 2 
-.;J 
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unless othenrise noted . 
At the end of December 1958, the mutual savings banks 
were the principal reservoir for savings in Massachusetts . 
Their savings deposits total ~5 . 2 billion as compared with 
$7 . 6 million in commercial banks . Co-operative banks and 
Federal savings and loan associations had a combined total of 
$1 . 6 billion. Of this combined total the co-operative banks 
had $987 million and the Federal savings and loan associations 
had $669 million, (Table I, p . 5) . 
On a relative basis , the mutual savings banks had 69 
percent of the total savings , the co- operative banks 12 . 3 
percent , the commercial banks 10 . 0 percent and the Federal 
savings and loan associations 2 .7 percent . 
Numerically , there were 186 mutual savings banks , 177 
co-operative barucs , 167 commercial banks and 33 Federal sav-
ings and loan asso ciations . l 
The Long Term Trend 
The trend for savings as between the co-operative banks 
and the Federal savings and loan associations (1935-1959) is 
shown in Table II . In this trren ty- fi ve year period , the co-
operative banks ' percentage of the combined savings declined 
from 99 . 5 percent to 58 . 3 percent . This represents a decline 
of 41 . 2 percentage points or slightly over 1 . 6 percent per year. 
Since 1953 the trend has slowed considerably, but the important 
1Annual Reports, Commissioner of Banks , Massachusetts , 
April 30 , 1959 , Federal Savings and Loan Associations , ~ 
Booklet , December 31 , 1959. 
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point is that the trend i s still do'\mivard . If this trend con-
tinues at the present pace , the Federal associations will have 
a greater share of the combined savings market than the co- oper-
ative banks by the year 1965 . 1 
In 1935, the first year noted , (Table II) the Federal 
associations nere just getting organized and the co- operative 
banks had the savings field practically to themselves---99 . 5 
percent of the total . This was a time of depression and the 
opportunity for obtaining savings was not encouraging . But as 
indicated in Table I I, twenty- five years later, at the end of 
1959 , the co- operative banks had only 58 . 3 percent of the com-
bined savings and the Federal associations had 41 . 7 percent . 
The Recent Trend 
It does not follow automatically that the same growth 
pattern will prevail in the future . However, past records are 
a source for a logical approach to predict future trends . 
Cyclical fluctuations are excluded as they can provide deviations 
from the long term t r end . 
Since the end of World War II , financial institutions in 
Massachusetts , in their bid for savings , have had good groi'lth . 
There is one exception , the commercial banks . 2 From the end of 
December 1947 to the end of December 1958 , as earlier indicated , 
the Federal savings and loan associations have increased their 
savings deposits by 241 percent , the co- operative banks by 117 
percent and the mutual savings banks by 67 percent . During this 
1Table II , p . 6; Chart I , P• 7 
2Table I , p . 5 
period the commercial banks 1 share of the savings market did 
not shou an increase but rather a decline of 4 .1 percent 
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namely, from 17. 3 percent to 10 . 0 percent . The increase for 
the mutual savings banks was slight , from 68 . 6 percent to 69 
percent . The co- operative banks increased their share from 9 . 8 
percent t o 12 . 3 percent . The Federal savings and loan associa-
tions more than doubled their percentage share -- from 4. 3 per-
cent in 1947 to 8 . 7 percent in 1958. 
Comparison of the rate of growth bet~en the co- operative 
barucs and the Federal savings and loan associations is striking 
and is indicative as a key to their competitive status . Since 
1947, the Federal associations have more than tripled their 
share of the savings deposits 1·rhile the co- operative banlcs have 
doubled theirs . Since 1954, the Federal associations have been 
grouing in savings at an average annual rate of 10 . 03 percent , 
in comparison to 7 . 58 percent for the co- operative banks . 1 
Conclusions from data presented thus f!lr in this thesis 
are : (1) There has been growth in both types of institutions; 
(2 ) The rapid grouth of the savings and loan associations , if 
continued as present relative rate vTould cause them to , top the 
position of the co- operative banks in the near fUture; and (3) 
There has been a shift in savers • preference as ~ong the 
several types of financial institutions . 2 
Effort will be made to analyze the effects and investigate 
causes . 
1Table I 5 ' p . • 
2Ib1d . 
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CHAPTER II 
FEDERAL SAVINGS Alill LOAN - - ORIGIN AND GRO~-;'TH 
The rapid gro1·rth of the Federal savings and loan 
associations in !-lassachusetts in the post-depression period 
(1930- 1938) has been largely the result of t1-ro significant 
developments: (1) Assistance granted by Federal legislation; 
and (2) Inability or umvillingness of co- operative banks to 
grant or extend real estate loans . Hany of the co- operative 
banks discouraged and in many cases actually refUsed to con-
sider applications for loans . This lack of consideration was 
due in the most part to the fear still inherent in many of the 
managements of the co-operative banks vrho vTere hit rather badly 
in the early years of the depression . This fear , even today , 
is found in some of the older managements . 
Legislative Aid for the Home Ovmer 
Federal legislation pertaining to the savings and loan 
industry dates from the early 1930 1 s. Motivated by depression-
borne home financing difficulties , the Federal Government passed 
certain laus , the effect of "1-Thich 1vas to assist materially the 
growth of the savings and loan associations . 
The depression crisis of the early 1930 1 s brought demands 
for Federal action to rescue the lending institutions and to 
prevent lvidespread foreclosures of home mortgages . 2 Congress 
1Building a Better America for 125 Years , Booklet , 
u. s . Savings and Loan League , Chicago . 
2 Ho"'f American Buying Habits Change , U. S . Dept of 
Labor, Washington, D. C., 1959 . 
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also wanted to provide a stimulant to the national economy by 
encouraging the almost dormant home building industry. This 
the Congress i·Tanted to do with prl vate rather than public funds. 
Enabling Legislation 
The first move occurred in 1932 with the passage 
of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act . The main purpose of this 
Act was to provide a credit reserve for the savings and loan 
associations . 
This i·Tas follorred by the passage of the Home Orr.aers 
Loan Act of 1933. This Act established the Home Owners Loan 
Corporation, familiarly knoim as the HOLC . The purpose of 
the HOLC vTas to finance long- term loans a t low interest rates 
for distressed homeowners who uere unable to refinance their 
delinquent loans through regular bank channels . Included in 
this Act was a provision for the federal chartering of savings 
and loan associations . These federally- chartered associations 
may be newly formed or converted from state-charter . 1 
FHA and FSLI C 
Further legislation completed a basic system of home 
financing . In June of 1954, the National Housing Act was 
passed . This Act created the Federal Housing Administration, 2 
whose main purpose was to encourage improvement in housing 
standards and conditions and to provide a system of mutual 
1Building a Better America for 125 Years, loc. cit 
2Ibid . 
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mortgage insurance. This Housing Act also established the 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, popularly 
kno1vn as FSLI C. Each association belonging to the FSLIC pays 
an annual premium. In r eturn, the FSLIC insures all share 
accounts up to $10 , 000 in the event of default of the organ-
ization and the proclamation of such default by competent 
authority. 
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board commenced operation 
in 1933, and the first federally- chartered savings and loan 
association began business in Massachusetts in 1935. 1 From 
the beginning, these associations grew rapidly. Many reasons 
are given for this rapid gro"'"Tth , the most important being the 
advantages accruing from the Federal insuring of their share 
accounts and the popular appeal of the word 11Federal 11 in their 
titles . Such devices were by- products of the assistance 
granted by the above mentioned Federal legislation. 
Another significant aspect in the rapid post- depression 
grow·th of the Federal savings and loan associations lvas the 
inability or the unwillingness of the co- operative banks to 
grant nel-T real estate loans . In 1936 , the co- operative banks 
had ~336 million invested in real estate loans . By 1938 these 
loans had decreased to $292 million. I n 1936 the Federal 
associations had only G5 million outstanding in real estate 
loans . This amount had gro1m to $70 million in the short 
1 Federal Savings League of New England , Boston. Interview. 
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space of three years. Of the combined total of real estate 
loans outstanding in 1936 , the Federal savings and loan assoc-
iations had only 1 . 5 percent , but by 1938 , they had accumulated 
19. 3 percent of the total . 1 
Definite conclusions are difficult to reach in periods 
of unsettled economic conditions . However , one fact does stand 
out clearly; the public wanted real estate loans and the Fed-
eral associations were granting them whereas the co-operative 
banks vrere not . 'Whether this 1-ras a result of a more aggressive 
management attitude in Federal associations, in contrast to 
the ultra- conservatism of the depression-injured co-operative 
banks , is difficult to say. 
!-Iutual Savings Banks 
l'lhen there is a need for some particular service, and 
the existing institutions do not fill that need , then some new 
organization uill arise to satisfy that particular need . The 
mutual savings banks are a good exanple. They uere first 
organized to promote thrift in the viOrking man . It vras a 
highly desirable goal and the existing financial institutions 
did not fill the need . The commercial barucs of that period 
did not uant these small savings accounts . The mutual savings 
banks did , met the need, and today are flourishing, mainl;y 
along the Eastern seaboard . 
1 Table III , p . 15 . 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
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Table III 
.ANOUUT OF 2-IORTGAGE LOANS OUTSTA:r:JIKG :?OR CO-OPERATI VE 
BAir.KS A.ND FEDERAL SAVIl!GS AUD LOA~J ASSOCIATIOlm 
DJ UASSACHUSETTS FOR TF::; YEA.1S 1936 1'HJ.U 1959 
( ~ount in millions) 
Co-operative 1 
Banlc:3 
') 336 
296 
29° 
294 
301 
320 
328 
324 
324 
326 
360 
400 
443 
483 
527 
555 
602 
653 
707 
783 
823 
0 58 
916 
Federal S -'..: L 2 
Associations 
~ 5 
66 
7 1) 
79 
94 
ll 0 
114 
114 
117 
l~C 
1:33 
17: 
,..,, ... 
c...v..; 
301 
333 
415 
4 ,., ... U..; 
::;48 
5 .... '") (<-
504 
658 
713 3 
Total 
'\ 341 
362 
36~ 
373 
395 
4JO 
1
.L42 
438 
441 
"5~ 
513 
575 
046 
746 
828 
888 
1017 
113C 
1255 
1355 
1427 
1:::;16 
1629 
Co-oner.,tive 
:S:? 1-:ks :percent 
of Total 
98 . 5 
81 . 8 
80 . 7 
78 . 8 
76 . 2 
74. 4 
74 . 2 
73 .9 
73 . 5 
72 .1 
70 . 2 
09 . c 
C8 . 6 
64 . 6 
63 . 6 
62 . ::; 
59 . 2 
57.5 
~,- -
:J0 • .-
57 . 8 
57. 7 
~,... ,... 
:>o . o 
56 . 2 
Source: 1 . Annual Reports , l~assachusetts Collli. 'issioner of Banks 
2 . Ar~.~ls , United States Savings and Losn Lea&ue 
3 . Data Booklet , compiled by 7eder:::.l Savings o.I. d Loan 
L~:;ac;ue of :relr England 
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Co-oper~tive Banks - Priority 
Savings and loan associations, namely, the co-operative 
banks, were organized primarily to provide a source of credit 
for home mortgage loans for the '\vorking man . 1 The idea vras to 
enable a man of moderate means to have a home of his ovrn with-
out having to "'i"rork a lifetime to obtain it . There was a great 
need for such an institution at the time . The national banks 
·were not alloued to make real estate loans until 1914 uhen the 
Federal Reserve Act became effective. Thus the need was there, 
and the co-operative barucing system filled it, at least until 
the middle 1930 ' s . 
The depression of the 1930 ' s and the Federal legisla-
tion that uas passed , ostensibly to protect the savings share-
holder , but primarily to channel more private investment money 
into home mortgages , gave the Federal savings and loan associa-
tions the start they needed in the home financing mortgage 
field , and from the available evidence , they took good advantage 
of it. 
Savings and Loan - - Post War Grovrth 
The most dynamic growth of the savings and loan 
associations , both for the co-operative banks and the Federal 
associations , has occurred since 1946 . The increase in family 
formations during and follouing vrorld 1·rar II , and the virtual 
stoppage of home construction, during the depression and again 
1Ernest A. Hole , History of Building and Loan in 
Massachusetts , u.s. Building and Loan League , Chicago , 1931. 
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during the \Tar, resulted in an unprecedented demand for real 
estate loans . l lihether the co-operative banks anticipated 
this hugh volume of new business or whether they could have 
handled it is questionable . The Federal associations , vThether 
or not they anticipated the demand, evidently did something 
about it . 
Federal associations increased their mortgage loans 
more than six- fold for the period 1946 to 1959, or a percent-
age increase of 366 percent (Table III). On a dollar basis , 
their real estate loans rose from ~163 million in 1946 to 
~713 million in 1959. The co- operative barucs increased their 
mortgage loans slightly better than two and one- half (2t ) 
times for a percentage increase of 150 percent . At the close 
of December 1959 , the co-operative banks had 80 percent of 
their total assets invested in non- farm , first mortgages : 
the Federal associations had 85 percent of their assets in 
real estate loans . 
In attempting to determine the cause of this apparent 
rapid increase in the business o~ Federal savings and loan 
associations , it is necessary to consider possible reasons 
for fundamental change in the public ' s thrift habits . Some 
of these reasons seem apparent and some are intangible , and 
some a combination of the two . 
1 How American Buying Habits Change , loc . cit . p . 73 
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Reasons for Growth 
Among the tangible factors that have seemed to attract 
patrons to the Federal savings and loan associations are 
attractive banking quarters and advertising and promotional 
programs , which are aggressive and interesting. A savings 
rate differential may also have influence . 
Inspection of banks throughout Massachusetts 1 does 
establish the fact that Federal associations do have more 
attractive banking quarters . This may not be true in all 
locations , but , in general, the statement stands . The co-
operative banks are old in years , and their buildings have 
not changed much in decades . The Federal associations in 
Hassachusetts are relatively nei·T, hence their banking quarters 
are relatively new. Yet, there is more to it than that . After 
the vTar , there Has much activity in bank remodeling , and the 
Federal associations assumed leadership. Through the erection 
of nevT buildings and the remodeling of the old , they were able 
to present some highly attractive , yet functional , banking 
quarters . Interiors were planned by experts, architects and 
decorators . Effective use of color, design , flowers and 
plants , supplemented by modern lighting , create an atmosphere 
of uarmth and comfort. 
This was in complete contrast to many of the co- operative 
banks . Bank fronts , many unchanged for years , remained uninvit-
1In course of duties as a State Bank Examiner , Common-
-vreal th of 1-fassachusetts . 
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ing and unattractive . Interiors presented that cold , uni nvit-
ing atmosphere that symbolized financial institutions of the 
past . 
Today , these contrasts obtain. Seemingly people 
like to do business with those institutions that are modern 
and friendly , and the Federal savings and loan associations 
are catering to the people ' s demands . They are specializing 
in attractive settings and they are attracting the savers and 
borro1·rers . 
Advertising and promotional efforts of the Federal 
associations are both appealing and effective , 'Iii th emphasis 
on 'l~rm , human appeals . Ads with continually fresh approach 
attract attention, promote response . They make it pleasant 
to hear what the association has to offer in ne'lv thrift ideas 
and banking services . 
By contrast , advertising of the typical co-operative 
bank would lead one to believe that that institution has less 
to offer . The name of the bank appears in old-fashioned type 
and there is a list of the officers and directors. Total 
assets and reserves are listed , plus a line or tuo saying 
something about mortgage loans and share loans . This is not 
interestin~ reading to the average bank patron . It is also 
questionable ·whether the ordinary co-operative bank shareholder 
lnl.oiis what a share loan is . 1 The advertising and promotional 
1Responsibilities of Hanagement , Annuals , 1959, u.s. 
Savings and Loan League , Chicago. 
efforts , like most of the banking quarters , are a relic of 
the past; bespeak of resistance to change . 
Emphasis on Custoner Relatipns 
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Beyond these tangible factors , the Federal associations 
place emphasis on personal relatio~s with the customers . 
Friendliness and courtesy are the key words in dealing 1d th 
the savers and bor:rouers . They try to nake the average pros-
pect feel vranted and at home . 
The 1aanagements of the Federal associationG are 
agsressive and couraGeous . •fuile courage is difficult to meas -
ure , it can be displayed in many different respects . Courage 
is shovm by innovations introduced into the savings and loan 
industry. 
Innovations -- CUstomer Service 
The Federal savings and loan associations sponsored 
the direct- reductions , mortgage loan . The public liked it so 
well that other financial institutions dealing in home financ-
ing loans had to follow suit . They also pioneered the com-
bining of tax payments in the monthly ~ortgage payments . They 
iTere also among the first of the financial institutions to 
make use of television in bringing their message to the 
people . From assorted evidence , it has been sho~·m that the 
Federal associations are not reluctant to change present methods 
of operation uhenever they think that the change "'fill be for 
the better . 
The co- operative banks , on the other hand , have been 
sho1dng a reluctant wil lingness to change with the times . 
Rel ative pace in the competitive thrift market and steps 
the co- operative banks can take to regain their lost ground 
will be discussed in subsequent chapters . 
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CHAPTER III 
STATISTICAL CO!.fPARISON -- INTERPRETATION 
As of December 31 , 1959 , there vrere 209 savings and 
loan associations in Massachusetts . 1 Their assets totaled 
over $2 billion. The co- operative banks numbered 175, or 84 
percent of the total , and they held 58 percent ( ~pl , l76 , 582) of 
the total assets . The Federal savings and loan associations 
uere thirty- four in number , or 16 percent of the total , and 
they held 41 percent ($842 , 743) of the total assets . 2 
Size 
Average asset- size of the co- operative banks was 
slightly over $4 million and the average asset-size of the 
Federal savings and loan associations i-tas almost four times 
as large or over $15 mi llion. The largest bank in the co-
operative system had ~62.2 million in assets and the smallest 
totaled $340 , 000 in assets . The smallest Federal association 
had over $2 million in assets and the largest had over $170 
million. 3 
Location 
Geographically , the co- operative banks cover the length 
and breadth of the Commonwealth . The Federal associations are 
1Annual Reports , Commissioner of Banks , 1-iassachusetts , 
April 30 , 1960 , Federal Savings and Loan Associations , ~ 
Booklet, December 31 , 1959 . 
2 Table IV, P• 23 , Table V, P• 24 
3Annual Reports , loc . cit . ; Table VI 
Asset ... 
Cash 
Government Securities 
I•!ortgage Loans 
All Other Assets 
TOTAL ASSETS: 
Liabilities 
Savings Accounts 
Borroi·:ed r.roney 
Reserves 
All Other Liari1ities 
TOTAL LIA~ILITIES: 
Table IV 
CONSOLIDATED STA'~'EXENT OF C01;DITI0~1 OP ALL CO-OPERATIVE BANKS 
- IH MA.3::>ACHU3:8TTS AS OF DECE!~:SEH 31 , 1959 
(OOO ' s omitted) 
Perc~Lt 
of Totc...l 
PerceLt change Percent change- from 
Amount 
~ 28 , 337 
109 , 290 
978 , 857 
50 . 048 
~1 , 176 , 582 
)1 , 039 , 984 
7, 99'? 
96 , 828 
31 . 778 
~1,176 . 582 
2. 41 
9 . 29 
83 .19 
5 . 11 
100 . 00 
88 . 39 
O. b8 
8.23 
2 . 70 
100.00 
from Dec . 31 ~ 1958 D~PL31~L_l.954 
31 . 06 - 16.01 
1 . 00 8° . 10 
8 . 56 40 . 33 
L!±2 20 . ?0 
6.29 41 . 53 
5 . 0 5 41 . 63 067 . 11 70 . 51 
6.43 28 . 12 
23.08 ~9 . 79 
s .29 41 . 53 
Source: Annual Reports , Commissioner of Banks in Massachusetts 
1\) 
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Table V 
COlJSOLIDATED STATID~ENT OF COJ.\T])ITION OF ALL FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATIONS I N ~~SSACHUSETTS AS OF DECEMBER 31 , 1959 
Assets 
Cash 
Government Securities 
Mortgage Loans 
All Other Assets 
TOTAL ASSETS : 
Liabilities 
Savings Accounts 
Borrowed I-Ioney 
Reserves 
All Other Liabili ties 
TOTAL LIABILITIES: 
Amount 
$ 17 , 688 
56 , 552 
713 , 469 
55 ,054 
G 842 , 743 
·~ 724 , 384 
35 , 890 
57 , 633 
24 1 8;26 
$ 842 , 743 
(000 1 s omitted ) 
Percent Pe~rcerit cliange -- · ~· ~Percent change from 
of Total from Dec . 31, 1958 De~ .~ 31 , 195~ 
2. 10 
6 . 71 
84 . 66 
~ 
100 . 00 
85 . 96 
4 . 26 
6 . 84 
2 . 94 
100 . 00 
24.42 
24 . 22 
8 . 37 
11 . 87 
8 . 53 
8 . 21 
8 . 57 
9 . 80 
15. ;27 
8 . 53 
23 . 49 
108 . 89 
47 . 46 
94. 13 
49 . 86 
52.95 
8 . 66 
59 . 45 
26 . 69 
49 . 86 
Source: Savings and Loan Annals 
f\.) 
+:-
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Table VI 
FEDERAL SAVIFGS AND LOAlr ASSOCIATI O:iS I:~ EASSACHUSE~TS 
RANICC:D ACCORDI NG TO TOTAL ASSETS , DECE·~BER 31 , 1959 
Dividend 
Rate 
3 1/2 
3 3/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/4 
3 1/2 
3 3/4 
3 3/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 3/4 
3 3/4 
3 3/4 
3 3/4 
3 3/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 3/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 1/2 
3 3/4 
3 1/4 
3 1/2 
3 1/4 
3 3/4 
liorcester Federal Savings and Loan 
Boston 
rirst Federal (Boston) 
Pittsfield Union Federal 
\fal tham 
Home Owners (Boston) 
First Federal (Lowell) 
Watertown 
Bay State Federal (Brookline) 
Natick 
Security Federal (Brockton) 
l·:iddlesex (Somerville) 
Lexington 
~linter Hill (West Somerville) 
Second Federal (Boston) 
Uollaston 
Fall River First Federal 
l-1ontello Federal (Brockton) 
First Federal (Attleboro ) 
Cambridge Federal 
Plymouth Federal 
Springfiel d Federal 
Edward Everett Federal (Dorchester) 
Metropolitan (Boston) 
Milford 
Union Federal (Boston) 
Fitchburg Federal 
Harvard Federal (Boston) (Dorchester) 
Leominister Federal 
I·!utual Federal (lllii tman) 
Revere Federal 
Foxboro 
Scituate 
People ' s Federal (Boston) (BriGhton} 
~170 , 094 , 545 
59 ,978 ,490 
55 , 642 , ~46 
53 , 354 ,699 
42 , 657 , 719 
40 , 754,594 
32,546 ,654 
31 ,473 , 891 
31 , 286 , 754 
28 , 533 , 303 
24 , 349 ,419 
22 , 719 , 262 
20 ,029 , 330 
18,695 , 349 
18 , 531 ,042 
18, 045 , 329 
15 , 327 , 560 
15,301 , 327 
13, 978 , 490 
13, 847 , 094 
12 , 721 , 942 
12, 648 , 692 
11 , 552 , 854 
11 , 203 , 517 
10 , 942,418 
10 , 353 ,104 
9 ,698 , 330 
7, 289 , 446 
7, 117 , 894 
7 , 065 , 520 
5 , 106 , 953 
4, 753 , 001 
3, 801,981 
2, 072 , 258 
Source: Data Booklet , Federal Savings League of New 
En3land , December 31 , 1959 
largely concentrated in the eastern section of the State 
vTi th over half the total being within twenty-five miles of 
Boston . 
Table IV and Table V illustrate the extent to which 
the co-operative banks and the Federal savings and loan 
associations maintained their relative financial position 
in the field of savings and home financing for the years 
ending December 31 , 1954 through 1959 . 
Asset Gro,·rth 
Both the co- operative banks and the Federal savings 
associations shorTed an increase in assets for the year 1959. 
The co- operative banks increased their assets over 1958 by 
$70 million for a percentage increase of 6 . 29 percent . The 
Federal associations increased their assets by 8 . 53 percent 
for a dollar growth of $66 million. 1 
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Significantly, the co-operative banks failed to 
maintain their relative position in asset growth for the last 
trro years of the period under study . Percentageuise, the 1959 
increase in assets vras 6. 29 percent as compared to 8 . 46 percent 
in 1958. The Federal associations, however, maintained their 
gain in asset growth from 8.13 percent in 1958 to 8 . 53 percent 
in 1959 . 
For the period 1954 to 1959 , the Federal savings and 
loan associations grew at a much faster rate than the co-
1Table IV, P• 23; Table V, P• 24 
operative banks; 9. 48 percent per year in comparison to 7. 41 
percent for the co- operative banks . The total percentage 
gain for the Federal associations 1-ras 49 . 86 percent to 41 .53 
percent for the co- operative banks . 
1-fortgaee Loans 
Both the co-operative banks and the Federal savings 
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and loan associations placed their funds primarily in long- term 
first mortgages on real estate . I n 1959 , both institutions 
had the largest volume of mortgage loans of any year in their 
history . The co-operative banks had ~987 million and the 
Federal associations had ~713 million. 1 
Since 1954 , 81 to 85 percent of the co- operative banks ' 
assets have been held in the form of mortgage loans on residen-
tial property. The Federal savings associations have invested 
between 84 ru1d 86 percent of their assets in the same type of 
investment . Dolla~fise , the co- operative banks , for the years 
1954 to 1959 , have increased their mortgage loans from $679 to 
~~987 million, for an increase of 40.3 percent ; the Federal 
associations increased their mortgage loans from $483 to ~713 
millio~l for an iucrear.;e of 47 .4 percent . 2 
The most important point brought out by these figures 
is that the Federal savings and loan associations have consis-
tently invested more of their assets in mortgage loans than 
have the co- operative banks . This also helps to e:i:::plain their 
1 Table III, p . 15. 
2Ibid . 
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six- year increase in real estate loans of 47 . 5 percent in 
contrast to the 40.3 percent registered by the co-oper~tive 
banks over this same period . The Federal associations ' efforts 
to expand and improve their services to the prospective home 
oi:ner have no doubt contributed to this grow·th of mortgage 
loanint,. 
Liguidi t ;r 
Co- operative banks and Federal savings and loan associa-
tions have certain cash requirements that they have to meet at 
all times . One is the vithdranal of share capital and another 
is cash disbursements on their loan comlliitnents . ~o meet these 
cash needs , both institutions have to keep a certain amount of 
their assets liquid; this is kno1r~ as liquidity . 
From 1954 to 1959 , the co - operative banks have con-
stantly maintained higher liquid reserves (cash and government 
bonds) than the Federal associations . 1 For the six-year 
period , the ratio of the sum of cash and government bonds to 
~otal assets has averaced 11 . 28 percent for the co-operative 
banks as against 9 . 03 percent for the Federal institutions . 
For the year 1959 , the liquid reserve ratio for the co-opera-
tive barucs was 11 . 7 percent and for the Federal savings and 
loan associations 8 . 8 percent . 
Here , a 1:-ord of cautio:t:. is in order . The r.1ere fact 
that a bank or association meets a certain statistical standard 
1Table VII , p . 29; Table VIII , p . 30 . 
Table VII 
C0?-1PARATIVE COI•!POSITE S TATEl:E~JT OF CONDITION OF ALL 17ASSACHUSETTS 
CO-OP~RAT IVE PAlf.KS 
(Expressed as a percentage of total assets) 
Assets l2.5.!t ~ 1222. 12.21 12.2.2 
Cash on hand 4 . 07 3 . 29 3.06 2 . 99 3 . 72 
Government securities 7. 22 ,.. "4 o . o 6.97 8 . 31 9 . 78 
Mortt;aee Loans 83 . 90 85 . 21 84 . 80 83 . 58 81 . 45 
Other Assets 4 . 81 4 . 86 5.17 5 . 12 5 . 05 
TOTAL ASSETS : 100 . 00 100.00 100. 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 
Liq,bilities 
Savinss Accounts 88 . 33 87 . 7" 88 . 67 89 . 29 89 . 25 
Borrow·ed lr.oney . 56 1.09 . 52 .15 ,'?O 
"'leserves 9 . 09 0 . 44 8 . 96 8 .39 8 . ~? 
Ot:"ler Linbilities 0 , 02 ? . 75 1 ()r-• '-' ,) 0 .17 2 .33 
TOTAL LIADILI~IES: 100 . 00 100 , 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 100.00 
Source: Annal!"' , pulli~hed by United States Savine;s and Lon.n League 
12..2.2 
2 . 41 
9 . 29 
83 .19 
__.2.11 
100 . 0" 
88 . 39 
,..,..., 
. c.v 
P, 2} 
2. 70 
100. 00 
(\) 
\.D 
':'cob1e VIII 
~ . · · '"'.:.~.:~IVE CO~~T03 I:(E : TAT::":3~·T OF COl'TDITio:tr OF ALL l~A;"S ~C'":U3JTTr-
FEDirlAL SAVD7GS .. um LOA.ri ASSOCIATIONS 
(Expressed as a percentage of total asset~ ) 
~c.sets 1951~ ~ 1956 12.21 1958 
Cllsh on hand 4 . 11 3 . 14 2 . 67 3 .14 3 . 01 
Government Securities 4 . 0 ·1 5.51 6 . 0 0 6 . ?4 5 . 36 
Hortgage .Loans 36 . 04 85 . ?7 84 . 43 A4 . 10 84 . 79 
Other Assetc 5 . 0lf. 6 . 03 6 . 00 6 . 5'"' ;- .. 4 U ed 
TOTAL .ASSETS : 100 . 00 100. 00 100. 00 100.00 100 . 00 
Lia1i1ltlli 
Savlngs Accounts 2>4 . 0 1 33 . 07 84 . 31 86 . 62 86 . 21 
Borro'\'led EolleJ ,... 07 :J e v 7. 37 5 . 09 4 .15 4 . 26 
Reserves 6.43 6 . 34 .... 51'" o. v 6 . 69 .... 7 .... 0 . 0 
Other LiP"u . litles 3 . '+9 3 . 22 '"' .74 2 . 54 2 .77 
':'0~\L LT. 1ILITITI3: 100 . 00 100.00 100 . 00 100 . 00 1Jf) . oo 
.So'.lrcc: A....L."l:?ls , :published by the TJnl ted States S1 vL ... ..;s and. Loa!l League 
.1.2.2! 
0
.10 
6 . 71 
~4 • .)6 
6 . 53 
100 . 00 
85 . J:J 
4 . :?.6 
,.. 04 b • . ' 
? . 94 
100.00 
\.)~ 
0 
or averaee does not indicate that that institution is 
sufficiently liquid to meet all cash requirements , or that 
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its liquidity position is inadequate merely because it falls 
short of such averages . Properly, these liquidity ratios are 
to be considered in the light of the situation of each indivi-
dual bank or association . 
Savings Accounts 
The sale of share accounts to individuals is by far the 
most important source of funds to the savings and loan industry. 
At the close of December 1959 , the co- operative banks had $1.0 
billion in savings accou.r..ts , nhich represented 88 . 3 percent of 
their total liabilities . The Federal associations had $724 
million or 85 . 9 percent of their total liabilities . Throughout 
the period 1954-1959 , the savings accounts constituted 87 to 89 
percent of the co- operative banks ' liabilities and 83 to 86 
percent of the savings and loan liabilities . Betlieen the 
yearends , 1954 and 1959 , the increase in savings capital vras 
41 . 6 percent for the co-operative banks and 52 . 9 percent for 
the Federal associations . 1 
DollarvTis e , the co- operative banks increased their 
savings accounts ~52 million over 1958 , whereas the Federal 
associations increased their share capital by ~55 million. In 
1958 , the co- operative banks had an 8. 41 percent increase in 
their savings capital over the previous year . In 1959 the 
1Table II , P• G. 
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rate of increase slipped to 5 . 26 percent or a decrease of 
3 . 2 percentage points . 1 The Federal associations had an 8 . 53 
percent increase in 1959 as compared to an 8 . 21 percent in-
crease in 1958.2 Since 1954, the co-operative banks have been 
averaging a 7 . 6 percent grov-rth in comparison to a 10 percent 
annual average growth for the savings and loan associations . 
Evidence increases that the Federal associations have the 
knon- hov-r to attract ne"'f savings accounts . 3 
Borro"'fed Honey 
At the close of 1959 , borrow·ed money constituted 0 . 68 
percent of the co-operative banks ' total liabilities; for the 
Federal savings and loan associations , the figure was 4 . 26 
percent . In absolute amounts , the savings and loan institut-
ions had ~35 , 890 , 000 outstanding and the co- operative banks 
had ~~7 , 992 , 000 in borrovred money . 4 
At the end of 1954, the co- operative banks had 
~~4 , 687 , 000 in borrowed money , rrhi ch represents , for the six-
year period to the end of 1959 , an increase of 70 . 5 percent . 
The Federal associations had outstanding , at the same date , 
033 , 029 , 000 , or a net gain in borrowing of ~2 , 861 , 000 for the 
six-year period . This represents a gain of 8 . 66 percent . 5 
1Table IV, P• 23 . 
2Table V, p . 24. 
3Table VII, p . 29 ; Table VIII , p . 30 . 
4Table IV, p . 23 and Table V, p . 24 
5Annual Reports , Commissioner of Banks , loc . cit . 
Annual Re4orts , Comptroller of the Currency , U. S . \fashington , 
n.c., 195 , 1959 . 
For the year 1959 , the co-operative banks had an 
increase of 267 percent in borroued funds over 1958; the 
Federal associ ations 8 . 57 percent , a decrease from 11 .0 per-
cent of the previous year . 
The co- operative banks would seem to be departing 
from their long- established policy of providing funds for 
investment by the sale of shares rather than by the use of 
borroued funds . 
Reserves 
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These are funds that have been accumulated over the 
years out of earnings to provide a safety factor by vThich any 
losses may be absorbed . The Federal associations added to 
their reserves sufficient funds , from 1954 to 1959, to bring 
their ratio of reserves to total liabilities from 5. 84 to 6 . 84 
percent . l~eanuhile , the co- operative banks reserve ratio de-
creased from 8 . 67 percent in 1954 to 8 . 13 percent in 1959 . 1 
Source of G~oss I ncome 
The gross income of savings and loan associations is 
primarily derived from interest on real estate loans and inter-
est on investments . Both the co-operative barucs and the Federal 
savi ngs and loan associations receive over 90 percent of their 
income from these sources . Hiscellaneous sources , such as 
fees, premiums and commissions account for the rest. 
1 Table VIII , ~ · 30; Table IX, p . 34 
T!:~bl e I X 
COMP~"iRATIVE PERCEl!TAGE RATIOS .illD MISCELLANEOUS 
FIGURES FOR CO-OPERATIVE B.JIIKS FOR THE YEARS 
1954 to 1959 INCLUSIVE 
Foa YltAl\ EtlDIM<:I 011 AI or: 
A~ril Aril Afr,ril AfJoil A~ril A~ril 1 59 1C6s 1 7 1&& 155 1 5' 
DIMltiBVTIOH or AeellTII 
Real Eatate Loane: 
% % % % % % 
Co-operative form . . .90 1.12 1.46 1.68 u' 2.89 Direct reduction and O.I .. 76.19 77.69 80.12 80.66 78.98 78.60 
All other . 2.80 1.87 U9 1.18 .88 . • 76 
Total real estate loana 79.89 80.68 83.07 83.62 8 1.915 82.2' 
Real esta!Al bfu foreoloaure, eto. : .07 .07 .06 .07 .06 .03 
Investments bonds and notes, eto. 12.70 10.77 9.89 9.00 9.22 9.M 
Caeb and due from banb 8.87 6.00 3.83 4.11 15.47 4.71 
Other aaeets 8.47 3.48 3.115 8.30 3.80 8.37 
Total Aaeete 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
= Dnrr11ratrrroH or LIABILITII:e 
Berlalabarea 18.42 20.10 21.80 22.87 24.27 26.23 
Paid-up ebare certificate& 39.72 41.70 43.68 415.80 47.83 48.115 
S..vinp share accounts 29.27 215.77 21.97 18.60 16.89 12.88 
Dividend aavin&a accounts .68 .615 .61 .66 .53 .47 
~lub accounts . . .11 .10 .09 .09 .07 .07 
ual:nded share accounts - .01 .01 .01 - .01 
Ma uted ebare accounts .02 .0~ .02 .02 .01 .02 
Total capital llabilltlea 88.22 88.311 88.08 87.315 87.60 87.28 
·General reaerves . . 8.18 8.215 8.84 8.88 8.48 8.87 
N otea payable . • .07 .02 .16 .66 .24 .42 
Due on uncompleted loa111 . . .89 .77 .89 1.28 1.19 1.14 
Borrowera' aocumulatiolll for taxes 2.03 1.97 1.92 1.86 1.86 1.88 
Otbar llabilltlea • .66 .64 .62 .68 .84 .68 
Total Liabilities 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
- = ... DniTar.B'DTIOH or 0110M lNCOMil 
Operatlna espelllee • 22.17 22.22 22.46 22.18 22.10 22.02 
Intereat and other charaea .78 .86 .61 .54 .94 1.26 
Dividend& dlatrlbuted • 64.88 64.46 68.26 62.80 63.02 62.715 
Available for reaervea 12.17 12.47 13.68 14.60 18.94 13.98 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
= == == 
DraTRIBOTIOH or OURATINO ExPJlNSJ:B 
Compenaationa pe.ld 61.26 61.64 61.18 61.86 62.76 63.17 
Rent . . . 9.96 9.64 9.26 10.94 10.67 10.78 
Cbarge-otrs, furniture and fu:iurea 2.49 2.28 - - - -
Advertising . . . . 7.04 7.43 7.81 7.66 7.10 6.71 
Auditb 8.88eSSlllents and oontributiona 6.69 6.27 - - - -
All ot er e:rpei\SC8 23.67 23.74 31.76 29.66 29.47 29.34 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
= = 
M te.C!;.!.LAN&otre RA'i'EB 
G eneral reeerveo to : 
Total aaaets less bonde and no!Als legal for re-
serve, Federal Hom~ Loan Bank stock, 
CMh. due from banke, ti'IUit companiea and 
the Co-operative Central Bank . . 9.79 0.74 9.72 9.65 9.98 10.16 
Groaa operating inoome to: 
Total IUIS<lts (April cloaing) 4.23 4.23 4.19 4.10 4.06 4.06 
Operating e:rpe~ to: 
Total """"ts (April cloai111) . . . .94 .94 .94 .91 .90 .89 
Tranafera from earni~ to roneral reeervea to: 
Capital liabilitiee ( prU e osing) . . .66 .57 .63 .66 .62 .63 
AvzRAoz DrvmEND RA-ru PAID 
8erill1 shares 8.61 3.48 3.40 3.34 3 .34 8.33 
Paid-up ahare cerliflcat.is 8.23 8.19 3.08 8.03 3.04 3 .03 
Bavinp ah&re accounts 8.12 3.09 2.84 2.81 2.75 2.76 
Dividend eavinp accounts 3.18 8.13 2.98 2.92 2.90 2.68 
34 
Source: Annual Reports , Commissioner of Ban'~ , !:assachusetts 
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Disbursement of Income 
Operating expenses took 21 . 6 percent of the gross 
income for co- operative banks for the year ending April 1960. 
1 The fiGUXe for 19 59 "'·Tas 22 . 1 percent . The slight decrease 
occurred mostly in compensations p.,id to er1ployeeo. 
~~e ratio of total operating expenses to gross operat-
ins i:ucOJ. .. J.C fo::: the Federal savings and loan associations for 
the year endin~ in :December 1959 uas 22.5 percent. 
I'll th respect to the Federal savings and loan associa-
tions , they spent 10 . 1 percent of t!~eir cross income for com-
pensation to officers and employees and 2 .1 percent for adver-
tising . For the co- operative banks , the ratios uere 10 . 9 and 
1 . 51 percent respectively. 2 
On a national level , the percentage of gross operating 
inco~e spent on compensation by all ~ederal savings and loan 
associations uas 9. 7 percent . For advertising they spent 2 . 6 
percent of their gross income . On a regional basis , the Fed-
eral savings and loan associations in Nevr England distributed 
10. 6 percent of their gross operating income for compensation 
and 2 . 2 percent for advertising . The important point broilght 
out by these figures is that the co- operative banks are spend-
inG more of their gross income on salaries than the Federal 
aooociations , both on a reBional and national basis , and theJ 
1 Hew England Conference , Savings and Loan Associations 
and Co-operative Banks , 1960 . United States Savings and Loan 
Lea;ue , Chicago , 1960 . 
2 lieu England Conference , 1960 , loc. cit . EXhibit 41 . 
are also spending less on udvertisin~ . 1 
On the banis of the foregoing analysis , it is seen 
that the co- operative banks still hold 1. strong place in the 
thrift and home financing field in r.fassachusetts . Ho1vever , 
there are noticeable trends that indicate that the co- opera-
tive banks are not making sufficient progress to hold this 
leadership in the face of the competition fro~ the Federal 
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savings and loan associations . To stop this trend , determined 
actio~ is required . 
Trends 
Some significant changes have taken place in the 
co- operative bank industry in recent years . One of the most 
important of these changes "\'Tas in the relative importance of 
the various types of sl1are- capital purchased by the public . 
The three most important are serial , paid-up and savings 
shares . 
In 1954, serial shares constituted 26 . 23 percent of 
the share capital of the co- operative bank system. By 1959 , 
serial share capital had decreased to 18 . 42 percent of the 
total liabil ities . The popularity of the paid- up certificate 
has also suffered as a form of share capital while the savings-
share and the dividend savings share accounts have had a cor-
responding rise in popularity . 2 
1 Nevr England Conference , 1960 , loc . cit ., Exhibits 
38 , 39A and 41A . 
2 Table IX, P• 34 . 
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T'ne savi ngs- share shorTed the greatest increase in 
dollar volume; from ~~98 million in 1954 to over G455 million 
in 1959 . Expressed percentageuise in relation to total lia-
bilities , this is an increase from 12 . 33 percent in 1954 to 
29 . 27 percent i n 1959 . 1 
Changes in Public Taste -- S~vers 
It is evident from this quanti ta ti ve .:;ro1-rth in savings-
share accounts that the public ' s taste in the type of savings 
account it wants is changing. 2 Permanence of this preference 
is difficult to estimate . There is some evidence that there 
are many savers vrho like the method of systematic savings , 
but that lack of interest and promotion by the barucs is the 
cause of the decline of the serial share account . 
An examination of Table VII and Table VIII shorTs other 
significant trends , during the period 1954 to 1959 . 
Real Estate Loans 
The principal investments of co- operative banks are 
first mortgages on real estate . Table VI I sho1-rs that for four 
consecuti ve years , from 1955 to 1958 , real estate loans vrere 
declinins as a percentage of total assets . As of December 1959 , 
the trend was slightly upward . As real estate investments are 
the principal source of income for co- operative brulics , any such 
doum-;ard trend should be viewed ni th concern as a potential 
source of future trouble . 
1Annual Reports , Commissioner of Banks , loc . cit . 
2John Lintner , llutual Savings Banks in the Savings and 
Mortgage Markets , Andover Press , Andover , 1-iass ., 1948, p. 57 . 
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Evidently, during this period security investments 
·were replacing mortgage loans . The percentage of funds in-
vested in Government securities , in relation to total assets , 
increased from 6. 64 percent in 1955 to 9 . 78 percent in 1958. 1 
Cash on hand was also decreasing as an asset element , indicat-
ing that such funds uere also being used for security invest-
ments . 
The Federal savings associations uere not only placing 
a greater portion of their assets in mortgage loans (Table 
VI II) , their ratio of mortgage loans to total assets uas more 
stable than the ratio of the co- operative banks , for the 
period under review. Statistically, the Federal associ ations ' 
portfolio of investments and cash on hand fluctuated irregularly 
uith no definite trend established . 
1Table VII , P• 29; Table VIII, p . 30 . 
CHAPTER IV 
D1PROVIlTG THE CO-OPERATIVE BAiflS 1 CQI.:PETITIVE POSITIOl~ 
SUGGESTED SERVICES A:iD POLICIES 
Co-operative banks derive most of their income from 
funds invested in real estate loans . Long- term investment 
capital can be produced onlJ by savi ngs . The potential for 
grouth in the savings field is tremendous . 1 The increasing 
need for savings capital can be met by broadeninc servi ces 
and adapting operations to cha~ging conditions . :Banks P.nd 
associations that i·Till nake the real profits are those pre-
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pared to take advru1ta.ge of opportunities as they becone avail-
able . I nasmuch as banks are becoming more and more competitive , 
as far as deposits are concerned , it follo11s that the savings 
incentive must be made attractl ve . People today 11r-.. nt and 
demand service , and if one institution does not supply it, a 
competitor will . 
Co - operative banks do offer some G'lvinr;s incentives , 
but in the light of strong competition offered by Feder~.l sav-
i ngs ru1d loc::.n associations , tl esc clo not appear to ' e adequate . 
To ,rovide further rotivatlng forces ~or savings and the creatio~ 
of an atmosphere ~1orc favorable to savine;;s , '1. nunber of improve-
nents can be suggested . 
Treatment of Customers 
A co-operative bank needs c'.lstoner::> , es:'eciall., depositors 
1 Harry Held , Sr . , "Urban Reneua.l Problem", :San.l{in,; , 
April 1960 , p . 42 . 
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and I:lortgagors . Hou the personnel of the bank treats these 
custor::ers can determine success or failure of the bank . Correct 
handline of applicants is an important phase of public relations, 
and one in 1mich too many co-operative ballics have been deficient . 
Depositors and mortgagors should be the recipients of 
more extended services by the banlc and closer personal contacts 
by officers. It is not an overstatement that the great majority 
of co- operative bankers lose all contacts 1ri th t~c dcposi tors 
and mortgagors after the initial contact , unless difficulties 
arise with the account . Interest i n the subsequent welfare of 
either borrower or depositor seems to be absent . Thoughtful 
consideration by baruc management can do much to relieve this 
situation. Quiet inquiry by an executive of the bank as to any 
financial problem that might be bothering the customer, or an 
offer of additional baruc services , could create a favorable 
and lasting impression. The banker becomes less a cold imper-
sonal individual , rather an understanding personal friend . 
The Teller - First Contact 
This brings to attention another problem in personnel -
the tellers . 1 Here , frequently the point of first contact , 
courtesy is indispensable . The customer is entitled to it and 
the bailie should demand it. To be cheerful in attitude , to be 
careful in speech , and to co-operate , i s the least to be expected 
1Teller Training For All , (Panel Discussion, "l·lhen 
Departmentalization Begins ", Greenbrier Management CGnference , 
Spring 1959) Digest, loc . Git . 
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from any competent teller . These attributes can be difficult 
to obtain under present conditi ons . Consideration by manage-
ment , relative to compensation, might go a long ".·Tay to ease 
this situation. 
Efficiency of Service 
Potential customer s consider friendly and efficient 
service the most i mportant sel l i ng point a bank has . In these 
days of intense competition for deposits , extra time and patience 
on the part of teller and offi cer can reach rich reuards . A 
small depos i t account saved today may be a large account in 
five or ten years . 
Handl ing the prospective borro1·rer takes a little 
thought . 1 
11 Greet him warmly and make him feel that you appreciate 
l~is coming to ;y-our bank. Above all , be considerate of 
his time . Don t keep him waiting while other details 
are being attended to . After the problem is understood , 
render a decision . If a loan can' t be granted , offer an 
alternative plan , or if this is not feasible , tell the 
applicant 1rhy. Take time to explain why it is in the 
best interests of the applicant to act this way . Re-
member he may be a prospective future borroHer . If 
the loan is granted , take the proper steps to insure 
the slrift compl etion of the loan11 • 
Teller service is a problem for many of the co- operative 
banks . At the ·Horst , the teller service is deplorable . Lines 
of customers are uaiting for service , insufficient tellers on 
duty , and those that are worki ng seemingly indifferent to the 
time element so important to depositors and borrowers , es pecially 
111 Public Relations Hints for !·!ortgage Loan Officers", 
Co- operative Bank Nerrn , Boston, July 1959 . 
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at noon time . Such a situation should never be allo'\ved to 
exist , but it does . ~nen bank executives are present , their 
attitude seems to be , "So What !" Such a bank succeeds despite 
these defi ciencies , but conditions may not always be as favorable . 
At best , the teller service is excellent . Here is an 
illustration. The president of one of the most successful 
co- operati ve banks i n the State oftentimes acts as a teller 
'\vhen business is brisk. To him, service is the most important 
product his bank has to sell . Hoe be to any teller v1ho is pass-
ing the time of day if customers are 1·mi ting for service . 
In between, the tell er service in most co- operative 
banks is fair . Passive but adequate . 
The Ri(".,ht Ans11er 
There are certain other services that bank personnel 
may give the customers and from ~uch services the bank may 
expect future r e1rards . An intelligent and informative answer 
to a cu~tomer 1 s question can bring good re~ults . 1 The depositor 
or borro1-rer besins to acquire a feeling of confidence in the 
particular institution. Confidence develops in the bank ' s 
ability to handle any and all other financial problems that may 
arise . Such confidence is often contasious: it spreads to other 
prospective clients and this results finallJ in ne1: business . 
Convenience 
Available evidence indicates that the factor of convenience 
1Henry Lee , "Capitalists ~iith The Common Touch" , 
Coronet , December 1960 , p . 130 . 
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is one of the most important , if not the most important, con-
sideration in determining the relatlve flow of new savings. 
In a recent survey, convenience of location was the chief 
reason given for the selection of a savings institution . This 
item received nearly twice as many mentions as interest rates , 
which came in second , in importance to savers . Naturally most 
of our banks cannot change their location . Consideration could 
be given, however , to the establishment of branch offices or 
high-class agencies . 1 
Interrelation of Services 
It ls possible for a bank to expand its savlngs depart-
ment by promoting aggressively its other services. Tactful , 
aggressive promotion of residential mortgages can increase the 
share account balances . People who have a mortgage on their 
home from a particular bank are more than likely to open a 
savings account and to use such additional services as the bank 
has to offer . \fuen satisfied , they are also apt to speak favor-
ably to their friends about the bank and its services. In this 
way , the activity of the mortgage department can contribute 
indirectly to the growth of the savings department and vice 
versa . Such reasoning is followed in the promotion of the QB!-
stop banking idea . 
During the period 1954-1959 , the Federal savings and 
loan associations were willing lenders on residential property. 
1 Dorothea Hegwer , Factors Behind the Boom, Burroughs 
Clearing House , Detroit , March 1960, p . 87. 
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This policy contributed , no doubt, to the relatively greater 
expansion percentagewise of the Federal associations ' savings 
accounts. 
Extra Services 
There are numerous additional financial services that 
a bank can offer to make banking more convenient for the cus-
tomers . Some of these may be slightly unprofitable while others 
may return only a modest profit . There will be some co-opera-
tive banks that will not care to broaden their range of services, 
but it is true that no business or financial institution can 
long endure that does not , occasionally , offer its customers 
something new and different . 
Sometimes it is the offering of such additional services 
that maintains the established good-will and the continuing 
patronage of the present members and their friends . Such extra 
services may be the inducement that is necessary to entice new 
friends to the bank . 
Personal observation throughout the State confirms the 
belief that many of the progressive co-operative banks are 
offering adequate banking services and that others definitely 
are not . Among the additional financial services that many 
co-operative banks should consider offering are the following: 
Sale of travelers checks ; Sale and redemption of government 
bonds ; Sale of registered checks; Safe deposit facilities; 
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Banking by mail; Banking hours that are convenient for the 
borrowers and savers ; Christmas Clubs ; Vacation Clubs; All-
purpose Clubs ; and Payroll deduction savings accounts . 
Some co- operative bank people will object . They vrill 
feel that the offering of some of these services is not approp-
riate to a savings and loan type institution, that these ser-
vices are typical of a commercial bank and that co- operative 
banks shoul d not engage in them . 1 
"But banking is a highly competitive business and sav-
ings money is going '\ihere it is treated best; that is 
where t he interest rate i s favorable and the services 
of the bank are adequate to the needs of the customers . 
Many of the co- operative banks need some of these addi-
tional services in order to become a well- rounded fin-
ancial institution of fering an adequate financial ser-
vice program". 
I t would seem like good bus i ness to broaden the bank ' s 
contacts with potential savers and borrowers; to attract people 
into the bank who mi ght ordinarily not come in . And it is cer-
tainly not prudent to have to refer customers to other financial 
institutions for a service that could be rendered by their bank . 
Furthermore , there is a great deal of free advertising that 
accrues from offering such additi onal services . 
Advertising 
The main purpose of bank advertising , like that of any 
other form of business , is to sell products and services . With 
1David s . Coleman, "Problems that give concern to a 
Supervisor of Thrift Institutions " (Address , Conference of 
Savings and Loan Associations , lfuitefield , N. H., n . d .) 
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their advertising , banks attempt to build good will and to win 
public approval . Effective bank promotion, advertising and pub-
licity , trles to create and maintain a favorable image in the 
mind of the public leading to use of financial services. 
Bank Advertising 
Bank advertising has come a long way since the early 
days when banks merely published a photo of the bank building, 
the names of officers and directors , and the slogan "Our Total 
Assets over 1 X1 millions of dollars". 1 \·lhile this advance may 
be true of commercial bank advertising, it does not apply , gen-
erally, to the advertising of the co- operative bank system. 
Co-operative banks may not have noted the changing trends , be-
cause they are still using the original type of old-fashioned 
advertising . Yet, the ordinary borrovrer or depositor does not 
knovT or does not care about a statement of assets or reserves. 
He is interested in the safety of his money and the services 
that the bank offers. He leaves it to management to be con-
cerned about assets and reserves; 11 that 1 s their job". t-:odern 
consumer advertising is, however , concerned with the services 
and assorted financial ~id they can provide to potentiPl savers 
and borrowers . Co-operative banks today are supplying outstand-
inE; .fi!lancial services , but of these the 1ublic is una.r1are. 
Fault lies ~ith ineffective advertising . 
1 Harry Held , Sr., "Urban Rene-rral Problem", Banking , 
April 1960, p . 42. 
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Advertis i ng Direction 
Here is rrhat the advertising should do . Tell the pub-
lic about the co-operative bank business. Educ2.te the public 
through photographs , line drawings , cartoons, lectures to var-
ious civic clubs and school gatherings , or any other means that 
\Till get the story across. Recognize the fact that there are 
many people rlho do not understand the functions of the co-opera-
tive bank systeo; theJ have misconceptions as to the tJpe of 
business the banks perform and the services they offer . They 
do not know because ~obody has ever explained the sJstem to them . 
Using the latest forms of institutional advertisinb, 
the complete story of the co-operative bank n:.ust be told . 1Io 
amount of give-auays or financial statements can take the place 
of telling the definite story to the public . Continuing cam-
paigns should build prestige and establish the prominence of 
the co-operative bank . vlliile emphasizing the safety of accounts , 
interesting information should be used to impress the public 
with the services offered . 
Service Range - Selling It 
I·Iore attempts should be made to sell the services of 
the bank rather than merely the rate of interest . 1 Advertise-
ments should be timely, dramatic , and the text short and to the 
point •••• selectively selling the bank ' s services . One effective 
1 Eduard A. Counihan III, (Address , Co- operative Bank 
League Convention, Swampscott , Mass ., September 1959) , 
Co-operative Bank News , Boston, October , 1959, p . 5. 
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practice uses pictures showing people leading happier , fuller 
lives •••• this accomplished through saving and loaning the 
co-operative bank r.-;ay . 
Advertising Appropriation 
To do a good selling job the co- operative banks must 
spend money . The advertising account must be built up . As 
of April 30 , 1960 , the co-operative banks were spending only 
1 . 6 percent of their gross operating income for advertising . 
By comparison , the Federal savings and loan associations in 
Massachusetts , as of December 31 , 1959 , were spending 2 .1 
percent of their gross income for advertising . 
Competiti ve financial institutions are supplying new 
needed banking services and they are merchandising these 
services effectively through various advertising techniques . 
To meet this competition, the co-operative banks , either 
collectively through the Co-operative Central League , or 
individually , will have to employ more effective advertising 
techniques . This will necessitate some reasonabl e increase in 
adverti s i ng budgets . 
Banking Quarters 
The co- operative banks will have to modernize their 
banking quarters if they are to attract and hold new customers. 
Travel throughout the State leaves no doubt that the Federal 
savings and loan associ ations operate in more attractive build-
ings and offices . Massachusetts co-operative banks are old in 
years , consequently their buildings are old . The Federal sav-
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ings associations are relatively neif, and , quite naturally, 
their banking quarters , resulting from a combination of design 
and decor , are new. Yet the difference seems greater than 
that . The Federal associations • quarters seem not only modern 
but attractive and inviting . The co- operative banks, for the 
most part , are old and seedy in appearance . 
The contrasting impression from outside the two types 
of institutions is reinforced when one enters the bank . By 
the use of design, modern lighting , and less formal furniture , 
the Federal savings and loan associations achieve an atmosphere 
almost as pleasant as a living room in the modern day home . By 
contrast , in many of the co- operative banks the furniture and 
lighting are antiquated and the use of color and flowering 
pl ants seems to be prohibited . Interiors of most of the co-
operative banks are cold, dull and uninspiring. 
The fact i s that the Federal associations • quarters are 
designed to be attractive , whereas the co-operative banks ' 
quarters , ifhen they were built , were designed to be impressive . 1 
Managements of the Federal associations have always stressed 
close relationship with their customers . Consistently , their 
planning of quarters shows that this relationship has been 
adhered to; the furniture and office arrangement have stressed 
warmth , color and comfort . Attractiveness of the new quarters 
1 Gaylord A. Freeman , Jr ., "Savings and Loan Competition", 
(Brochure , First National Bank), Ghicago , 1959 . 
to prospects has contributed to expans i on of the savings and 
loan business . 
Supervision - Management 
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Superior management in a competitive economy , is 
probably the most effective advantage that one financial 
enterprise has over another . Management has to meet the 
obstacles of each day , to over come the problems lThich persist 
in arising and to cope with the peculiarities and the unpredic-
table emotions of a changi ng clientele . These are sufficient 
to provide a challenge to any bank manager and the competent 
bank manager will train himself to meet them as they arise . 
Condi tions , ever changing , involve nevr methods , new 
machinery and neiT materials . The savings and loan business 
is not static and since change is inevitable , those who can 
recognize and adapt are the successful leaders . Some managers 
move flexibly with changing times while others struggle to 
keep their business the same as yesterday . Their motto is 
that nothing should be done for the first time . I t would 
appear that this is the thinking of a majoritf of the co-
operative bankers in I:assachusetts and one of the main reasons 
for slorT progress of the co- operat.:.ve bauk :1yste~ ln recent 
years . Therefore , consideration should be ...;iven to the evalua-
tion of the co- operative bank system ' s manaGement . 
Line of Succession 
One o~ the najor responsibilities of management is to 
provide a line of succession; this includes the various derart-
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ments as well as the top ~anagement position. It is important 
that the continuity of sound management be assured . 1~en pre-
sent manage~ent retlres , trained persoru1el should be available 
to take over . This avoids interrupti on of function , costly 
mistakes , and insures continuity of policJ and services. 
Co-operative bailie management has been notorious for 
staying on the job long after they should have retired . After 
they die on the job, attempts are then made to provide a 
successor. For t~e past fifteen or twenty years co- operative 
banks have bee:n fortunate , because uith minimum effort business 
has continued to flou in . For years , no great amount of finan-
cial or managerial ability was needed to operate a savings and 
loan business . I t was simpl y carried along by the favorable 
economic tide . 
I t is a fallacy to think that economic conditions are 
alrrays going to be favorable . I t is also false thlnl·dng to 
assume that vThenever the need arises , good executive talent can 
be lured from other banks . They , too , may be looking for good 
managers . In other uords , the banlc that does not train its own 
executives will so~e time in the future find itself without any 
depend.q,ble source of supply . Long- range vie.~s require the 
lonG- range development of supervlsorJ personnel . Competition 
for various other financial institutions is forcing improve-
ment . The future requires that successors to managerial posts 
be "'vell trained in co- operative ba..M policies and knou- hoii . 
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Depth in Hanagement 
A weakness in the co-operative banlc system is the laclc 
of depth in management . There are large institutions in the 
system with only one man capable of being the managing officer; 
strictly a one-man operation . 'When he retires or if so::nething 
of a serious nature should incapacitate him , the only alterna-
1 
tive for a board of directors is to try to find a competent man 
in what may be a scarce labor market , or settle for extemporized , 
second- rate management . 
Below this one-man manager , there may be a considerable 
gap in managerial talent . Many reasons can be given for this 
deficiency . As a job, co-operative banking offers many good 
things such as security, fringe benefits , good working hours 
and conditions and a possible touch of prestige . In today ' s 
competitive labor market , security and prestige may not be 
enough of an inducement. The young intelligent high school or 
college graduate is now keenly aware of industrial pay scales 
and fringe benefits. Boards of directors will realize that in 
order to attract and hold superior personnel , they must offer 
incentives comparable to those offered in other area businesses . 1 
New Problems for Management 
Tvro of the biggest problems in recent years have been 
"give-aways " and increasing dividend rates . Give-a-vray programs 
1 Nathaniel Stewart, ":r.lake the 1J!ost of Iv!iddle Management 
Talents 11 , Di est for Savin s and Loan !·lana ement, (U.s. Savings 
and Loa~ League , January 1959 , p. 19. 
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have become so popular in recent years , and some so extravagant , 
that both Federal and State supervisory agencies in Massachusetts 
suggested by letter and regulation that the cost of give- away 
gadgets be l imited to a maximum of Two Dollars and Fifty Cents 
02 . 50) • Perhaps complete prohibition 1-1ould have been more 
desirable . In a sense , old time depositors are being discrimated 
against by such favors . Only the new depositor gets the favors . 
Even when old depositors are offered the give- aways for an in-
crease in their account , there is still an element of discrimina-
tion. It seems neither equitable nor in keeping with the spirit 
of the law that all depositors do not share alike i n the profits 
of the institution. 
11 Give- aways 11 
Increased deposits for such gi ve- aliays do not alHays 
prove stable . One bank lost 01 , 500 ,000 of these new deposits 
in a ten- day period 'Then a neighboring and competing bank offered 
better inducements . This shift of so- called "hot money" from 
one bank to another has been happening of late and many manage-
ments have become slightly Jittery over the shrinkage in their 
deposits . 1~anagement scores no victory when it succeeds in 
coaxing substantial deposits from a neighboring institution 
through give-aways or other unwise inducements. That deposit 
will be wi thdrmm w·hen another competitor offers a higher 
dividend rate or a more substantial give- away . It is now an 
1 investment , not a deposit . 
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Opinions among banking people vary as to the -;;orth of 
11 give-al;ays 11 • Recent research on a cross section of savings 
banks indicates neu ac counts drawn to the bank, an increase 
in nei'T and old accounts , plus the fact that accounts opened 
wit h the 11 give- avTay 11 continued Iii th the bank. 
Dividend Rate 
The second big problem that brings concern to many 
co- operative bank managements is the dividend rate . For the 
past twenty years the thrift institutions have been the chief 
beneficiaries of the economic conditions that have prevailed . 
\lith changing times , now other competing banks are 6etting 
the business . Suddenly management finds itself challenged and 
becomes slightly panicky. One recourse appears to be an 
elaborate display of advertising emphasizing capacity to pay 
a higher dividend than its competitor. Such a policy is 
dangerous . Some banks , in order to hold their depositors, ore 
almost forced to up their dividend rate, even though sound 
banking principles may indicate that their institutions should 
not do this . Such a situation places tl"e •-Teaker banlc at the 
mercy of the stron0er competitor. Many small co-operative 
banks are performinG a valuable service to the coiJlillunity uhich 
they serve , and Jet mounting dividend pressures from larger 
1 David J . Coleman, "Proble"ns that Give Concern to a 
Supervisor of Thrift Institutions", (Address, Conference of ~anks , 
\'lhitefield , N. H. ), n . d . 
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financial institutions in the ..,re~ is making competl~.:.o~ 
almost impossible. To meet this threat , m~nageme~t has to be 
experie!!ced , intelligent acd alert and adarJtable tc changing 
times and techniques if it is to stay in business . 
In any economic study, cost is a competitive factor . 
The questlon has been asked : 1ihat bearing has the interest 
rate to shareholders had on the gro11th of savings and loan 
associations? Is it impo~tant? ~~at ls our opinion? 
A reviei1 of some hundred refere.L_ccs consul ted in this 
thesis indicates that favorable interest rates to uepositors 
is a compelling influence , but that cus-r.omer decision is a 
combination response to several factors . 
11 survey conducted by CIIAIKE:i RESEA-'tCE , I:~COR:FO:'.J-... T:J:U , 
indicated that , as e factor in selection of a barJc , the 
interest rate is rallited as most iuportant or fairlJ i~portant 
1 by more tha!l. tvio-thirds ( 69~) of persons intervieiied . 
I~ another report we read that evidence geems clear 
t".lo.t in cebes i·There "t\TO ban.1cs are located close to each ot:1er 
a c!.ange in the rate of one bank, vrhile the other retain.:) 1 ts 
rate , has sigLificantly affected tl1e movements of deposits: 
Sihce the interest rate shows itself to be a si0 nl-
ficant factor iLfluencing the movement of deposits , 
it may be concluded that. the hic.,her rate of returns 
offered by co- operatives ~nd savings and loan associa-
tions has been one of the significant factors influenc-
1 The Savinr;s Bai'..ker , I1arch 1959 , p . 4 . 
ing their increasing share of the s~vings deposi-
tory market for the past ten years . 
And to cite another reference: "Apparently a higher 
dividend rate is savings and loan manaeement ' s ansuer to its 
number one problem, greater competition for savings".2 
Again , rTe read in a survey : "Convenience of location 
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uas the chief reason given for selection of a savings institution, 
receiving tvrice as many mentions as interest rate i·ihich came 
second i n importance".3 
Critically one account states: "There is relatively 
. 4 
little attempt to sell the services , apart from rate". 
The Honorable EdvTard A. Counihan III, Bank Commissioner 
of l:assachusetts , says : 
Continual advertising by thrift institutions emphasiz-
ing "higher" dividend rates or "increased" dividends 
does not te~d to bring about stability amQng restless 
depositors . There are so many substantial services 
which thrift institutions render the public and lthich 
can be featured in advertisine media that to repeated-
ly stress dividend rates could well Drove a disservice 
to the banking industry as a nhole".' 
Conclusion reached as the result of this survey and 
the many authorities consulted, coupled uith our experience in 
the environment of 1-iassachusetts thrift institutions and in 
contact with the managements , is that the growth of the Savings 
1John Linter, Hutual Savings Banks in the Savings and 
Hortgage Harkets , Andover Press , Andover , l.!Jass ., 1954, p . 141. 
2Trends , u.s. Savings and Loan League, 1959 , p. 6 . 
3Bankins, Journal of the American Banking Association, 
June 1960 , p. 137. 
4 ANNALS , u.s . Savings and Loan League , 1959 , p . 85 . 
5co- operative Bank News , October, 1959 , p . 5. 
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and Loan Associations is based on a combination of factors . 
;·fuen people were asked in surveys relative to their reasons 
for choi ce of a thrift instituti on , they emphasized conven-
ience of location and favorable returns . Beyond the reasoned 
factors there are subconscious motivations vThich impel people 
to enter and to continue to patronize an institution when 
they feel cheered , at ease , and uanted . The outstanding 
effects of the savings and loan associations to create and 
maintain attractive environment , friendly attitudes , and to 
emphasize certain services are , it is felt, equally important 
in the growth of the savings and loan associations as the 
amount of interest they pay . 
Directors 
The governine body in a co- operative bank is the board 
of directors . It is they who dete~ine the operating policies 
and elect the management; therefore, management is in reality 
a reflection of the tJpe of people that make up the Bo~rds . 
A number of co- operative banks have members on their 
Board whose occupation is listed as "retired". Retired men , 
because of their long experience and their past success in 
their own occupation , plus a current substantial amount of free 
time , sometimes make excellent directors . 1 Houever, many of 
these men have not only retired from their occupations but also 
frort life, in the sense t'lat they have lost cont~ ct 'ii th their 
1Albert J. Abrams, "Age Restrictions for Directors " , 
Dibest for Savings and Lorua "'lana;;ement , JanuarJ 1959. 
fellow· .wen . These men may not make the best kind of directors 
because they are out of touch with the current changes taklng 
place in public attitudes , needs and desires . 
Co- operative banks, possibly because of their He1·1 
Er.gl['l.nd tradition , have seemed to place an over- emphasis on 
age uhen selectinc; members of the Board . Iii th them, a~e and 
ability ""'lay seem to be synonymous . St...,.tutory la:vr cites tha~ 
the Board of Directors shall consist of not less than f: .. ve :c.or 
uore than fifteen directors . ~he average board con~~sts of 
t~Tel ve . A board of this size ma1ces possi l>le a distr-t bution of 
age gl"oups. This 1rould seem to 'Le more desir!!lle tha-!1 to have 
a board composed predomlnently of persons approximatelJ ln the 
same age group . 
Savers and ho::ne oi'mers served by the co- operative ban::{S 
come frou all age groups and all occ'lpa tions . Therefore , the 
more representative the board in terms of the community, the 
more likelihool that ~he bank r:ill be attuned to the needs and 
desires of a cross-section of the population . 
\'iho Should Be A Director 
There are various reasons 'my people accept posit ons 
on tl.~.c board of directors of co-operative banks . 1 For so::.1e , 
lt is an honor and a factor in prestige ; for others , it is the 
financial benefit . There can be financial benefits to be de-
1Fred T. Greene , "Duties and Responsibilities of 
D~rectors " {Andress to StocL~olders , Federal Home Loa~ Tiallic 
of Boster , Karch , 1953). 
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rived from the additi onal volume of 1·rork l!l their own :particn-
lar line of uork . Thi s can develop because of their con...ection 
uith the ho:ne financing in.::)titution. 
Fortu~atel~ , in the co- operative l~c system , most 
board members are engaged in professions or occupations 1·rhich 
are unrel ated to the home finar ... cin~ bu ... lness and the possl blli ty 
of financial reuard is practically nil . 
Becau.se of the responsibilities attached to bein~ a 
board member , more attention should be given to the initial 
selection. 1 I nasmuch as the shareholders in co-operative 
banks frequently do not tal~e an active interest in the selection 
of c~ndidates to serve on the Board , the responslbilitJ falls 
on the Board itself . From observation and co~tact 1nth typ:cal 
board members throuGhout the State , impress ion is gained that 
managenent , in many cases , dictates 1·rhor.1 the board shall be , 
rather than the other way around . Here is a case of strong 
management and lTeak board . The co- operative bank system, 
and some individual co- operative banks in particular , is 
becoming too large and important to be operated solely by 
management . Yet , that is what is happening because of the 
inability , or lack of desire, of many boards to adequately 
set up bank operating procedures and policies . 
Soille boards of directors are sprinkled with medical 
1E. Everett Smith , "Duildins a Strong Board", Digest 
for Savings and Loan !:anagement , Chicago , January 1959 , p . 9 . 
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doctors and dentists , appointed strictly for prestige purposes . 
This is not meant to imply that these professional people lack 
the abili ty to make good directors . But they are busy people 
and their speciality is far removed from thrift and home financ-
ing . I n the early days of co- operative banking , the inclusion 
of prestige- laden individuals on the board of directors made 
some sense . People were skeptical of the safety of their money , 
and any bank 1-ri th a medical doctor on the board automatically 
made that bank safe . Today , conditions have changed . Savers 
and borrowers do not look at the board of di rectors to deter-
mi ne the safety of the bank . The function of a good board of 
di rectors is to set up operating pol icies that w-rill attract 
these savers and borrowers to their bank . 
Every director should be active in the operation of 
the insti tution and be thoroughl y conversant with i ts affairs . 
I n 1-1assachusetts , unfortunately , thi s is not the case . There 
are too many rubber- stamp directors . These simply echo the 
·wishes of the Treasurer or President , or , as many lilce to be 
called , the Executive Vice- President . Such directors are a 
hindrance . The i r connection rdth the bank is misleading and 
secures the confidence of the public through false pretenses . 
Many of the board members in co- operative banks pride 
themselves on being conservative; their conception of conserva-
tism is resisting change . A good board should be open-minded 
to change . It should be ready to examine new ideas , ne1-1 
methods and nevr procedures as they become knoun . It should 
neither turn them doi·m because they are new nor accept them 
because they are new . Rather , the board should carefully 
consider and become sufficiently acq_uainted "1"11 th any neH 
ideas or any new methods , determine their merits and adopt 
or reject on the basis of whether they would be useful to 
their institution. This is what the board of directors 
should do , but , sorry to say, most of them do not . 
Leadership 
Like it or not , the co- operative banks uill have to 
get aw-ay from their narrow provincial iifew· England ideas of 
ultra conservatisu and match the imagination and aggressive-
ness of the Federal associations if they are not to get lost 
in the realigr~ent of the bank resources that is constru1tly 
taking place . 
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Some managements bring about change i-Thile others 
strucgle with the past . The former seems to be more indica-
tive of the Federal savings and loan management uhile the 
latter seems to be typical of the ordinary co- operative barucer . 
In this connection it is difficult to think of ruJ.Y innovation 
introduced to the savings and loan industry that -vras pioneered 
by the co-o~erative bank system; at least for the l~st thirty-
five years . The so-called "Direct Reduction" mortgage loan 
plan in which the mortgage balance is reduced by each monthly 
payment , and the inclusion of tax paymeLts in the monthly 
r.ortbage payme!lts, 1·rere both started by the Federal savinss 
and loan associations . Wide acceptance , by the public , 
forced the co-o per ative banks and other thrift institutions 
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in the State to adopt them as operating policies. The Federal 
savings and loan asso ciations continue to pioneer 1·1i th the 
possibility of the wide- spread use of the "package " and "open-
end" mortgage . I t is pioneering of this type that has made 
the Federal institutions so attractive to the savers and 
borro1rers • 
Automation 
The change to automation in the banking field is makinG 
1 
rapid proe;ress . Co-operative banks seer1 less mrare of this 
fact . Competing thrift institutions are installing this type 
of equipment to provide faster and more efficient service . 
Costs - I nconsistencies 
A short time ago the Bank CoT"l!nissioner of !rassachusettG 
conEented on the inconsistencies of operating ex~enses of 
2 
various co- operative banks . Range betw·ecn the lowest and 
the highest costs per thousand doll~rs of assets, ns compared 
to the State aver~ ...... e fo:i.:· all co-operative banlcs , 1·ras too _;rea t 
to be e:...ccounteJ. for by the various factors indigenous -'vo the 
maLy urban and rural to-vms that have co- operative banks . 
Suggested 1rns a co~prehensive cost study to provide 
1
"can the Challenge of the ' 60s Be Attalr..ed? 11 Savin.;s 
and Loan.l;el':rs , Chicago , Janu8.r;y 1960 , p . 9 5. 
2 
ron . Bd1.ard A. Counihan III, (Address , Co- oper8. ti ve 
BankLea.._,ue Conventior ... , Sviampscott , ~:ass ., Se:r.tember 1959), 
Co- operative 3a.nk lTer:s , :3oston, October 1959 . 
manaGement ~lth a set of stacdard~. Such a set o~ sta~dards 
llould be use~l...l, alba , to "!;he State supervisory authorities 
ln determining operational e~:lciency of co-operative bam:s. 
A cost study o.f this type could te u"'ed for other 
purposes. It could i~dicate the l ack of aoilltJ of some 
co-cperati ve b? ..n.ks to compete succe..,..;;.fully in a higr..ly compe-
titive thrift and home-financing oarket . Because of economic 
and social change some co-operative banks have outlived their 
useful11ess to the col:I!luni ty . 'i'hey become fil'~'"-nci"'.l sinecures 
for the operating personnel . Operating costs are high ru1d 
services perforlll.ed are fe1-r . Some of the small co-operative 
banks once performed VDluable services to their col'D.!!;.unlt:.es , 
but modern transportation and communication have reduced this 
need . SDvers and borrowers no longer have to depend on the 
moods and 1-;hlms of the local banker . 
Consolidation - Kerger 
It will be practical to consider the poss ibility of 
consolidation and nerger of inefficient units and the estab-
lishment of branch offices in their place . The commuLi t.t 1fould 
benefit fror1 the extended financial services 1:-hicL the lart:,er 
merged bank 1-rould be able to offer through branch oper ~tion . 
l~ew Developments 
Redevelopment and rene,'l'al programs are timely subjects 
for study . A coordinated effort by the co- operative bank 
s.rstem could sparK the rene,·Tal programs and the gro,·rth of 
multiple :hou"'ing units . It could help w·ork out n.ethods of 
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financing these developments . Also , contrary to popular 
belief, there are I:lnrlJ opportunities to finance neu sint,le-
family houses in these areas . Co- operative barucs could build 
prestige by co-operatinc in helping to renew and revitalize 
city living . 
The financin6 of multiple- family dwelling units by 
co-operative banks is 'l'TOrthy of serious consideration. 1 There 
are indications that this type of construction is to play an 
iMportant part in the building activity in the next decade . 
A Group Research Program 
One sound means of strengthening the co - operative bank 
system I·Tould be to set up a research department . It I'Tould be 
staffed by coEpetent specialists , including some young men , 
and some from outside the co- operative bank environment . In 
lieu of this , research and development programs could be sub-
sidized at leading local universities . The cost of such a 
research prograffi could be borne by sssessment on member banks 
according to asset size . 
mhe purpose of this research organization 1·:ould be to 
provide economic and financial methods to member banks so that 
they might relate their operations to other thrift institutions 
and to the busi.uess rTOrld in general. 
The serial share , as a source of savin~s , has been 
declini!l¢ for a number of years . ',iliether this type of saving 
1Trends , 1959 , (Year- end Report , u. s . Savings a.nd Loan 
League , Chicago) , p. 8 . 
has outlived its usefulness or whether it is simply a lack 
of intelligent promotion that has caused its decline could 
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be determined. Some evidence by independent research sources 
indicates that people like the forced type of savings as 
represented by serial shares . 1 Expanded research can aid in 
determining the attitude of people toward the type of savings 
accounts they like . It can prepare the banks in advru1ce of 
demand enabling them to meet new opportunities with efficient 
planning. 
1 United States Investor , Boston, :Hass ., I-iarch 7 , 1960 , 
(Editorial } 11 Splendid Investment" , p . 5. 
CHART 1: ASSET GROWTH OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS 
(Association Assets as of Year End: Actual, 19S0-19S9; Projected, 1960-1970) 
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CONCLUSION 
The competitive status of savings and loan associations 
in ~·Iassachusetts has been observed and a..l'lalyzed . It has been 
shoi·rn that the principal divisions in this field , namel.f , 
Co- operative Banks and Federal Savings and Loan Associations , 
are in continuous and increasin6 competition 
dollar and for the home olmer 1 s mortgae;e . 
for the saver ' s 
The rise of this competition has been traced , and , more 
specifically , the motivations and trends of a quarter century, 
1935 - 1960, have bee~ analJzed . 
It has been sho1m that while the co-operative banks 
continue to be an i mportant element in the savinbs and loan 
situation, in Massachusetts , they appear to be moving into a 
second-place position in respect to the Federal savings Pnd 
loan associations . 
Reasons for this competitive position and for the 
ascendency of the Federal savings and loan ass ociations have 
been established and evaluated . 
A nuuber of sugsestions have been made 11hich might 
enable t he co-onerative banks to meet this new comnetition ~ . 
and surpass it. ?P,rb.aps l.lOSt i mportant among the sue;gestions 
i co tL.e recOJ.rJrreudatlon that there be established a research 
facili t" , fir.anced throuc,l- joint participation of the co-
operative banks thro~shout tLe State . 
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ABSTRACT 
co:.:P:3TITIVE S ~~-TUS 0,., .. ~SS/ 'JHU'SETTS r• ... rn;GS 
AnD LOAi: ASSOCIA~IO:J3 
In this t'1esis :particular l 1teres t ce~ters in the 
competi t.i ve status of t"\'l'o types of banks ui thin :.: e broad 
classification of savings and loan associq.tior .. >J , :..1amely, 
Co- operative Banks and Federal Savings and Lo..1n Associations . 
Effort is :::nade to observe the origin and gro1rth o+- this co"'-
petition, to present data on its extent and directioil , to 
consider the direction and to suggest remedial action for 
the group adversel.r affected . 
The first chapter considers the competitlve situa-
tion for savings . It goes on to sho1r th~t the Federal S11.vi..1.._;s 
and Loan Associations have had phenomenal growth since ~Torld 
Har II , and uhile the co- operative banks continue to h.old a 
strong position in the private thrift mar7et , their relative 
position see:r:1s to be declining , in vie"li of this rapid grol·t7:1 
of the Federal associations . Comparison of the rate of growth 
between the co- operative banks and the Federal savings and 
loan associations is strikingly in favor of the Federal sav-
ings and loan associ ations . Further analJSi'"' sho1·m that uhile 
there has been growth in both types of institutions , there has 
also been a shift in savers ' pre~erence ao among the several 
types of financial institutions studied. 
In general terms , chapter tv10 discusses the oril;in 
and c;rov1th of the Federal savings and loan associations. 
The two most significant developments being the assistance 
granted by Federal legislation and the inability or um-Till-
ingness of co-operative banks to grant or extend real estate 
loans . The depression of the 1930 ' s made government inter-
vention imperative, through enabling legislation. This 
legislation was passed ostensibly to protect the savings 
shareholders , and to channel more money into home mortgages. 
lfuatever the reason , it gave the Federal savings and loan 
associations the start they needed in the home financing 
field , and from the available evidence , they took good 
advantage of it . 
Since 1946 , the Federal associations have had 
dynamic gro"'ith . In determining this gro1·rth, many factors 
must be taken into consideration, some tangible and some 
intangible , and some a combination of the two . Among the 
tangible factors are attractive banking quarters, aggressive 
advertising and pro~otional programs, and a savings rate 
differential may also have some influence. Beyond the 
tangible factors is the emphasis placed on personal relations 
with customers . Friendliness and courtesy are the key words 
in dealing i·Ti th the savers and borrowers , plus innovation 
and customer service . 
Chapter III is mostly statistical . Analysis ls 
made of the important asset and liability accounts of both 
the co-operative banks and the Federal savlnbs and loan 
associations . Interpretation of this data shows certain 
definite trends . The most notice ble being that the Federal 
associations are making strong headiiay in the thrift and 
home financing field , in that a greater proportion of their 
assets are plq,ced in home mortgage loans , et ... ld that their 
ratio of mortgage loans to total assets was more stable than 
the ratio of the co-operative banks . 
Suggestions to improve the co- o:perati ve b•ulks • com-
petitive position in the thrift and home financing market is 
the theme of Chapter IV. Co- operative banks derive most of 
their income from funds invested in real estate loans . I2-
vestment capital can only be produced by sevin0s . To Get 
these savings , services and operating procedures have to be 
adapted to ~eet the changing times and co~ditions . 
This chapter examines and suggests some i~portant 
services uhich the co- operative banks may offer to their 
customers to maintain their relative position in the t:.rift 
and home financing market. These , of course, n.re ln. acldltion 
to the regular services offered by the banks. Consideration 
is given to better bru~k promotion through more effective 
advertislLG and making banking quarters more attractive to 
the customer . Friendly and efficient teller service is a very 
important sellillg point froi!l a :public relations standpoint . 
Extra services ::;;uch as payro1 1 deductions , Christmas Clul-s , 
banking by mail , and convenient banking hours are 'iforthy of 
attention. 
Special consideration i~ given to management. Su~erior 
management is essej_ltial in a competi ti ~..re econom~r . A vreakness 
ln the co- o:-er"'.ti ve bank system seems to be a lack of depth 
in illanagement . :r-:ost of the be:lks are a one-man insti tt.:'·io·l . 
Therefo:~e , no line of succession . 
~ he governin.: 1-ody in a co-operative bank system is 
t,._e board of directors . The :mr>.i .1 criticism here seems to be 
that too many bo~rdc have members ~~ose occupations are listed 
as "retired 11 • '.lhese men , on the 1-1hole , '1re out of touch with 
cu:-re:v-t changes and conditions that are trudng plac1.. :.. p't~'lic 
attitudes, needs ~d desires . On the average, they resist 
change and chane;e is uhat is t--'~lng :l~ce 111 cpi te of their 
resistance . :'herefore , the co-oper:'ltive banks <~r~" +,endinG 
to lag behind the other th~ift institutions in the co-~etitive 
thrif+ and home financing market • 
. A r..umber of stt2:t;e~ t::.ons have been made 1·71!lch J" • .....,: .. t 
enable the co-operative banks to mee·L this neu competl tion 
and surpass l t . Pt:: ... :_c...ys the most important suggestion ls the 
reco!DI!lenda.tlon that there be establls:_ej a researcc facllit..,, 
fina~ced t~ro~&~ joint participation of the co-operative berJ{s 
throughout tb.e StaLe . 
